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Event Connects Students with Innovators
In a time of uncertainty and upheaval in the news industry, aspiring journalists must adapt
and learn to drive change in the industry through innovation and entrepreneurship.
The James M. Cox Jr. Institute for Journalism Innovation, Management, and Leadership at
the Grady College of Journalism and Mass Communication hosted its second
Entrepreneurial Journalism Symposium dedicated to equipping student journalists with
tools and wisdom to thrive in the changing journalistic landscape. The symposium was held
on April 12, 2017 in conjunction with Startup Week in Athens.
During the event, Dr. Keith Herndon, director of the Cox Institute, and Sullivan announced
the launch of the Independent Journalists Resource Coalition (IJRC), a working group
dedicated to the training and support of independent, freelance journalists.
“If we want independent journalism to exist and to thrive, we have to provide these support
structures,” Sullivan said. “With them, we can incubate and create the spirit for all sorts of
amazing, successful journalism.”
IJRC was created through a partnership between the Cox Institute, the National Press
Photographers Association, and the University of Georgia’s Small Business Development
Center.
The symposium featured five panels and eight unique speakers. The speakers were Bob
Sullivan, best-selling author and independent journalist, Dan Maccarone, CEO of Charming
Robot, Rinne Allen, freelance photographer, Lori Johnston, CEO of Fastcopy
Communications, Nsenga Burton, professor, Louis Gump, CEO of NewsOn, Carlos Watson,
CEO of OZY, Nick Fouriezos, political reporter for OZY, and Michael Schreiber, former
editor-in-chief of Credit.com.
Each panel dealt with a pertinent topic in the world of journalism. The defining themes of
the symposium were the intersection between entrepreneurship and innovation as it
relates to journalism and how to live the life of an independent journalist.

Symposium Feature:
Facebook Help Desk
Facebook set up a help desk during the
symposium to give students one-onone time to learn about the tools
Facebook Media offers to independent
journalists. Tools included Signal which
helps journalists aggregate trending
stories, topics, and videos, and
CrowdTangle which helps content
creators compare story performance
across social media platforms.
“The Facebook help desk helped me
explore more about how social media
plays into new technologies, like
virtual reality – something I really
enjoy,” said Charlotte Norsworthy, a
second year UGA student. “I think it’s
super important to explore new and
innovative media in order to broaden
the landscape for the field of
journalism, and Facebook is really
making strides with accompanying that
vision.”
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The symposium challenged the notion that quality, sustainable journalism is no longer
attainable. Instead, the event focused on ways that emerging journalists can use their
creativity and entrepreneurial spirits to innovate and find solutions to journalism’s most
daunting problems.
“The vision in the chaos is going to come from people like you in your generation,”
Herndon said. “You see the world in a slightly different way, and you use media in a
slightly different way, and it’s that different perspective that is going to help you bring the
news media out on the other side.”

Innovating Journalism in the Digital Age

Journalism
in the digital
age calls for
Inside
Story
Headline

innovative approaches to content creation,
distribution, and branding, requiring reporters to embrace change rather than fighting it.
“View disruption by and large as valuable” said Louis Gump, CEO of NewsOn. “We just
need to recognize that we can’t expect things to stay the same and have a healthy
business.”
Creating financially sustainable news sources that are relevant to consumers isn’t easy. It
requires that journalists and news sources try to solve a problem for consumers or meet
a need that isn’t already being met.

“Everyone has a media diet. To insert yourself into that media diet, either you have to replace
something, which is really hard to do, or you have to create something that is so important for that
person’s life that they need it for part of their daily consumption.” – Dan Maccarone

Examples of Innovation
Some innovative media business ideas
from the symposium participants:
Buzzfeed built a revenue model by
integrating sponsored content into its
editorial content. Nsenga Burton said
“What I like about Buzzfeed is that it is
responding to the way that people
consume news on the web, not just
content, but news.”
The Skimm sends out an email newsletter
with a short summary of the important
events that happened around the world
on the day before. Dan Maccarone said
that The Skimm found a way to “get into
your life by getting into your email.”
CNN.com found a way to get more ad
impressions by putting three bullet points
with key information on the top of every
story causing people to read more stories
in one visit, according to Maccarone.
Credit.com used SEO to maximize its
profits. According to Michael Schreiber, it
did this by offering free content to wellknown companies such as NBC and CBS
which linked back to the Credit.com
website. This made the content rank
higher on search engines.

“Everyone has a media diet,” said Dan Maccarone, CEO of Charming Robot. “To insert
yourself into that media diet, either you have to replace something, which is really
hard to do, or you have to create something that is so important for that person’s life
that they need it for part of their daily consumption.”
One of the biggest problems news organizations face in the digital age is an overabundance of media companies. The proliferation of online outlets and social media’s
unique ability to aggregate news has made the demand for news from specific
sources low. Because of this, most news outlets are facing a branding crisis.
“To the average person, content is content,” Maccarone said. Instead of seeking out
specific news brands, most consumers allow their social media feeds to dictate their
media diet, making it difficult for the news media to compete, according to
Maccarone.
In order to combat these challenges, journalists and media organizations must learn
to use technology to their advantage. One of the ways to do this is through search
engine optimization (SEO). Having a strong SEO strategy can help news organizations
and independent journalists have high ranking search engine results making the
content easier for consumers to access.
“Having a cohesive and smart SEO strategy is valuable,” said Michael Schreiber,
former editor-in-chief of Credit.com. “That means that this site is valuable for people
who searching for more information.”
Another way news organizations can use technology to their advantage is by
developing content that is unique to mobile platforms. Companies such as Buzzfeed
which have heavily invested their mobile strategy have had success in the digital age.
“Think first of mobile as a separate and distinct platform and then find the
similarities,” Gump said. “One of the biggest problems that media companies face is
saying ‘it’s all the same thing’ and rolling it out on to different platforms and thinking
everyone will love it.” Although the journalism industry is changing rapidly, there is
tremendous opportunity for innovation, and those able to utilize technology
effectively to become part of a consumer’s media diet are bound to find success.
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Tips for the Pitch
Entrepreneurial
journalists
are
constantly pitching their story ideas
to editors. Here is some advice on
how to perfect the art of pitching a
story:

Entrepreneurial Journalism 101
As jobs in legacy media continue to dwindle, it is imperative for journalists to
start thinking like entrepreneurs and finding innovative ways to tell stories while
still living sustainably. Whether it’s through independent journalism or creating a
new media company, this advice from the symposium presenters will help
aspiring entrepreneurs of all stripes survive in a competitive environment.
Find Your Niche
As an entrepreneur, it is important to carve out a specific niche for your
business. This means finding passion in the work and a unique perspective and
creating content or products that no one has seen before. Working in a niche will
help you to set yourself apart from the competition and make yourself
invaluable to consumers.
“I think that anyone here could start something that is going to be exciting for
consumers… always focus on who is the right audience for this product,” said
Charming Robot CEO Dan Maccarone.
Nurture an Audience
Having a strong base of support for your work is imperative to success. For
independent journalists, it is especially important to procure dedicated readers
for your content. Your readers will become the source of your funding, will help
you grow a brand, and will spread the word about your work to other potential
readers.
“The audience you collect along the way is the most powerful thing you have. Do
everything you can to make them follow you on social media, do everything you
can to get their email address. Never let a reader who likes you go,” said
independent journalist Bob Sullivan.

“I think when you are going to pitch
something, you need to ask ‘how is
this going to make my editor
money’… really understanding that
editor or that publication is part of
that pitch,” – Dan Maccarone, CEO
of Charming Robot
“Now the opportunities are endless,
including you can have your own
platform. My site is actually my pitch
vehicle… I literally now feel like I
never have a story idea which is
wasted because of the life I live,” –
Bob Sullivan, Independent Journalist
“You have to pitch yourself, pitch
ideas constantly… If it’s the right
idea and the right timing and you
can demonstrate your passion and
why it makes business sense for the
company, that’s the key,” – Nick
Fouriezos, Political Reporter for OZY
“Part of living the freelance life is
being confident enough in yourself
to pitch something to an editor,” –
Lori Johnston, CEO of Fastcopy
Communications

Be Self-Sustaining
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Entrepreneurs have the challenge of being self-sustaining without the financial
backing and support of a larger company. This means you must find a business
model that works for you and that you can actually live on. Sullivan suggests that
independent journalists capitalize off of their dedicated readers and try to get a
small number of devoted fans who will pay a premium for their high-quality work.
“Get 1,000 people who love what you do so much that they will pay you $100 a
year for it. These are powerful fans. This is premium pricing, it’s got to be better
than commodity journalism,” Sullivan said.
Don’t Be Afraid of Rejection

Finances as a Freelancer
Being a freelance journalist means
that paychecks can vary from month
to month. Here are some tips for
making sure that your finances are
secure while you are living the
freelance life.
Make sure that 60 percent of your
income is guaranteed each month.
Securing regular assignments or
stretching large assignments out
across the year is essential. This 60
percent should be enough to cover
essential expenses. -Lori Johnston
Plan your work far in advance. This
way, you will be able to have some
security about your finances for at
least a few months ahead. -Lori
Johnston
Remember that money for jobs may
come in as late as 30-60 days after the
work is completed and plan your
budget accordingly. -Rinne Allen
Always have enough savings to live on
for at least a few months in case jobs
get unexpectedly scarce. -Rinne Allen

Rejection is an inevitable part of being an entrepreneur. As an independent
journalist, this could mean pitching a story to an editor and being told that it’s not
the right fit for the publication, or having an idea for a new blog that doesn’t get
enough support. Many ideas will fail before the right one comes along, and good
ideas rarely go to waste.
“You can’t be a successful entrepreneur unless you are willing to have people say
‘hey that’s crazy, I don’t believe it,’ said Louis Gump, CEO of NewsOn.
Be Willing to Make Sacrifices
Being an entrepreneur is incredibly difficult. It means sacrificing things such as
time, money, and security in order to achieve success. However, creating your
own business and brand can be incredibly rewarding and can allow you to pursue
your passion.
“That’s what entrepreneurship is... it’s doing the things you don’t want to do,
making the sacrifices that you have to make. It is really knowing your project,
researching it in and out. It is knowing that you are going to fail a lot, and pushing
through that even though you are going to fail,” said Nsenga Burton, digital editor
of Grady Newsource.

Living the Freelance Life
A career as a freelance journalist offers reporters the chance to work for many
different outlets and have control over the type of work they do. However, it can
be challenging and stressful at times.
Freelance reporters are not employees of a larger organization, but instead work
for a variety of outlets or publish content through their own platforms such as
websites and blogs. Freelancers must take care of all parts of their business, from
securing work assignments to managing their finances.
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“The freelance life takes a lot of work,” said freelance photographer Rinne
Allen. “You are a one woman band... you have to do it all.”
As technologies have evolved allowing people to easily create content,
the freelance market is over-saturated.
“It is highly competitive especially since the advent of digital,” Allen said.
“It is easier to be a photographer now, everybody’s got a phone,
everyone’s taking pictures on their phone.”
Though the work can be challenging, freelance journalists have the
opportunity to write unique and important stories that haven’t been
picked up by major outlets.
“People pay for hard work, they don’t pay for easy work,” said
independent journalist Bob Sullivan. “The hard journalism is the actual
original stories that no one else has ever told before. That’s the only job
security you will ever have.”
Freelance journalists must brand themselves and work hard to cultivate a
reputation in the industry. Future work is never guaranteed and
freelancers continuously must preserve and nurture their relationships
with potential clients.
“I had to let people know that they could trust me, because a lot of what
freelancing is a relationship with an editor or a publication or a client
where they are entrusting you with a big story,” said Lori Johnston,
freelance journalist and CEO of Fastcopy Communications. “If you don’t
get it done, you will never work for them again.”
Although it might seem daunting to tackle the uncertainty of freelancing,
it can be a rewarding way of life for journalists and storytellers.
“My husband always tells me ‘Only you do what you do,’” said Johnston.
“That is what I really love about being a freelancer. I’ve been able to carve
this career out for myself where I am the only on this day that is doing
what I’m doing.”

Watson Talks OZY
Carlos Watson is the CEO of OZY, a three-year-old media
company which focuses on creating important and intriguing
content for a new generation of media consumers.
OZY’s mission has four components, according to Watson. The
website aims to deliver important stories in an interesting and
digestible manner, profile new and rising stars, focus on global
issues, and create a modern look for the website that sets it
apart from other online news sources.
“We know that there are some stories that are really
important and that you need to be aware of, but I also know
that you are a multi-faceted human being and if I don’t bring
you any new features… that you’ll feel kind of only halffulfilled,” said Watson.
OZY aims to capitalize on the current disruption in the news
media by carving out a niche audience that that embraces
media upheaval with open arms. Watson calls this group “the
change generation.”
The company uses several innovative revenue sources to fund
its operations. Aside from big name advertisers such as Netflix
and Spotify, OZY has monetized a web series by selling it as TV
show. It also makes money through an annual event called
OZY Fest in New York which Watson says has been described
as “Ted meets Coachella.”
Watson hopes that these innovative approaches to both
content production and revenue building will set OZY apart
and position it to be “the first favorite news source” of the
current generation.

“People pay for hard work, they don’t pay for easy work. The hard journalism is the actual original
stories that no one else has ever told before. That’s the only job security you will ever have.” – Bob
Sullivan
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Symposium Speakers
Rinne Allen is a freelance photographer living in
Athens, Georgia. Allen spends most of her days
collaborating with chefs, farmers, artisans and
designers to document their work and the process
of creating it. Her work has been published in over
14 books and in national and international
magazines, as well as exhibited in galleries and
educational institutions

Dr. Nsenga Burton is an award-winning
professor, multimedia journalist and blogger,
filmmaker and producer. Currently, she is the
digital editor for Grady Newsource and serves as
editor-at-large for The Root (a Univision
company) and contributor to Huffington Post
Black Voices where she writes media criticism. In
2012, Dr. Burton founded The Burton Wire, an
award-winning news blog that covers global Black
and Afro-Latino populations.

Bob Sullivan is a veteran journalist and the author of
four books, including the 2008 New York Times BestSeller, Gotcha Capitalism, and the 2010 New York
Times Best Seller, Stop Getting Ripped Off! He has
won the Society of Professional Journalists Public
Service award, and in 2013 won a Peabody Award as
a reporter on an NBC documentary about Poverty in
America.

Lori Johnston owns and operates Fast Copy News
Service along with her husband, Andy. The
Athens-based company has a team of writers
that contributes daily to magazines, newspapers
and websites for media outlets and companies.
Johnston is a former Associated Press writer and
magazine editor.

Carlos Watson is an entrepreneur and Emmywinning journalist based in Silicon Valley. In 2013, he
co-founded OZY, the daily information source that
helps over 20 million readers catch up on the day’s
most important news with its Presidential Daily Brief
(PDB), and vault ahead with eight original features
dedicated to what’s new and what’s next.

Nick Fouriezos is a reporter for OZY covering
national politics and sports. He graduated from
the University of Georgia’s Grady College and
worked as an intern for the Atlanta JournalConstitution covering the 2014 elections.
Fouriezos spent over a year freelancing in
Australia and Indonesia before starting his
position with OZY.

Dan Maccarone’s keen aptitude for strategy has
helped countless brands rethink their digital
products. Dan is co-founder of the product design
company, Charming Robot, based in New York City
and is the host of his own podcast, Story in a Bottle,
which profiles the careers of some of today’s most
successful founders, venture capitalists, and
designers.

Michael Schreiber is the former Editor-In-Chief of
Credit.com. He attended Columbia University’s
graduate school of journalism where he was also an
adjunct professor. Schreiber has worked extensively
for print and online news publications and has also
worked on documentaries for The New York Times,
Frontline, ABC News, and others.

Louis Gump is CEO of NewsON Media, LLC.
Accomplished in leading digital media services,
Gump presided earlier in his career over
benchmark-setting mobile businesses for The
Weather Channel and CNN, before becoming CEO
of mobile media and advertising company LSN
Mobile. Gump has served in diverse capacities
with industry organizations, including more than
a decade on the board of the Mobile Marketing
Association (MMA), where he held various
leadership positions including Treasurer and
Global Chairman.

Symposium Coordinators
Dr. Keith Herndon teaches managing
news organizations, entrepreneurial
journalism, ethics and a variety of
journalism skills courses. He is the
Director of the Cox Institute for
Journalism Innovation, Management
and Leadership and runs its leadership
development program and Grady
Mobile News Lab.

Ryan Kor is a Master’s Student at the
Grady College of Journalism and Mass
Communication and has worked as a
freelance journalist. She is the Graduate
Assistant of the Cox Institute for
Journalism Innovation, Management,
and Leadership. She is also the copresident of the Grady Graduate
Caucus.

